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Récit de soi sous le régime communiste
Zelfvertelling onder het communisme (hoofdzakelijk in de Sovietunie)
Catherine Depretto
Translation : Bronwyn Haslam
1 “Self-narratives”, just like the term “communism”, cover a number of phenomena that
cannot be discussed exhaustively.  We will  content  ourselves here with laying some
groundwork.  The  recent  emergence  of  this  problematic  derives  from  a  “subjective
turn” in history as well as access to new sources, following the opening of the archives
of the former USSR.
2 Up until the 1990s, how individuals spoke of themselves in a communist regime (or
inside a communist party) was barely considered. The dominant historiography even
tended to deny all possibility of the expression of subjectivity in a society (a party) that
extolled the collective and that was characterised by a will for total control over its
citizens (its  partisans).  The discovery of  a  significant set  of  ego-documents (personal
diaries first and foremost) gave access to different kinds of accounts of the self, typical
to Soviet communism, and largely contributed to change our ideas.
3 It  appears that  in the USSR,  including the period of  Stalin’s  terror and the Second
World War, all categories of the population maintained personal diaries in which they
expressed diverse opinions, ranging from an interiorization of the categories of power
to openly critical discourses (some of these journals served as incriminating evidence
during the repression). Based on the legacy of the later Foucault, the attentive analysis
of this material permits us to speak of a “soviet subjectivity” (Jochen Hellbeck’s term),
doubtlessly different from that of subjects in so-called liberal societies, but subjectivity
nonetheless. This is conceived especially in terms of process, of “work on the self”,
revealing an active participation of subjects in the identitary offerings of the regime.
While contributing to a form of servitude, these very subjects were also able to express
doubts, which could develop in their taking some distance. Thus a more nuanced image
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of the subject under communism emerges (mainly in the Stalin era, 1929-1953),  the
study  of  which  must  highlight  the  interactions  between  official  and  unofficial
discourses  and  the  hybrid  identifications  developed  by  some  categories  of  the
population.  Alongside  diaries,  other  practices  specific  to  communism  fall  under
subjectivity: questionnaires (anketa), institutional autobiographies (avtobiografija), self-
reports (samootčet), and public self-critiques (avtokritika). These are not only responses
to questions but can also unfold into a veritable self-narrative, and serve to confirm
that the candidate has the political capital necessary for the duties sought. The role
played  by  the  institutional  biography  in  the  cases  of  the  P C F  (French Communist
Party)  allows  Claude  Pennetier  and  Bernard  Pudal,  two  French  scholars,  to  define
communism as a “biocracy”.
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